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ABSTRACT
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This note defines self-structuring in a large-scale networked
system as the ability of the participating entities to collaboratively impose a geometric structure to the network. This
requires to assign virtual coordinates to entities and divide
them into structured partitions such that each entity knows
the partition it belongs to.
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Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Network]: Distributed
Systems -network operating systems;
General Terms: Algorithms
Keywords: Self-structuring, Virtual coordinates
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Figure 1: Self-structuring and Virtual coordinates

2. THE VIRTUAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

MOTIVATION

The coordinate system considers a d-dimensional space,
where d is an input parameter of the algorithm that builds
the coordinate system. This parameter defines the number
of segments (of equal size) in which the border is subdivided
(as an example, Fig. 1(b) considers d = 3 segments).
The entity i’s virtual coordinate is a vector (x1 , . . . , xd )
where the coordinate xk is the distance from i to the closest
entity j that is on the segment k of the border.
An example is depicted in Fig. 1(b). A link connecting
two entities means that these entities can communicate directly. The border is subdivided in d = 3 segments. Let i be
the entity whose coordinates are (2, 4, 2). This means that
i’s closest node on the first segment is at distance 2. Etc.
As already said, the main and noteworthy feature of the algorithm that constructs such a coordinate system [1] lies in
the fact that the initial knowledge of each entity is restricted
to its identity and the fact entities have distinct identities.
(A major technical difficulty solved by that algorithm lies in
the border detection). It is shown in [1] has this type of coordinates allows the construction of simple or sophisticated
geometric patterns. It is shown that each geometric pattern
is obtained from the definition of an appropriate function
that, taking an entity coordinate as an input, returns the
partition to which this entity belongs.

Self-structuring refers to the ability of a set of distributed
entities to allow a specific structure to emerge from scratch,
while requiring as few as possible specific initial information
or service (such as the number of entities, their geographical
position, the existence of a global positioning system, the
existence of local landmarks, etc.). Basically, the challenge
is to design an algorithm executed by each entity such that
(1) ideally each entity is not provided with initial knowledge
on the network or its geographical location, and (2) when the
algorithm terminates, each entity knows its position in the
target structure that has been created, and is consequently
able to leverage it for specific purposes.
This note focuses on the definition and the construction of
target structures dividing the entities in several partitions,
in such a way that each entity knows to which partition it
belongs. The number of partitions and their shape are the
parameters that define each instance of the system. We call
geometric structuring this type of partitioning. Fig. 1(a) is
an example of geometric structuring for a sensor network.
(Data are sensed and aggregated according the three zones
defined by a specific geographic partition.)
The proposed system relies on a virtual coordinate system
the definition of which requires neither external knowledge,
nor prior knowledge (such as the ones provided by a GPS),
nor specific entities (such as landmark nodes). Except for
their identities that are different, each entity can be seen as
a clone of any other entity. Full details on the algorithms related to the coordinate system and the geometric structuring
are available in [1] along with an experimental evaluation.
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